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This certificate should contain all of the data  
related to the tolerance test. After testing, a 
Traceable Certificate is issued and will include:

1  Name and address of` the calibration  
laboratory

 2  Contractor name and address
3  Client name and address
4  Environmental condition  

at time of test
5  Your Traceable Certificate Number
6  NIST Certificate number

 Procedure Used:
7  Modified Substitution
8  Identification of the calibrated item and serial number,  

if applicable
9  Nominal mass value
10  As found condition of the weight
11  As left condition of the weight
12  A statement of the estimated value  

of uncertainty1

13  Tolerance for the specific class
14  Record of the weighing equipment
15  Calibration and due date of RLWS standards. This 

represents the date that RLWS standard is due for 
recalibration. This RLWS standard was used to check 
the performance of your weight. This date in no way 
reflects an expiration date of the certificate, nor does 
it infer or specify a recall date. The expiration of the 
certificate and the specification of a recall date are user 
assigned responsibilities under NIST H150-1.

16  Assumed density of the weight being tested
17  Date Calibrated

18  Recall Date
19  The NVLAP official logo will be displayed when the  

documentation meets the scope of accreditation under 
Lab Code 105001

1  A reported value without all required parameters cannot be used in any 
link of traceability. Therefore, a traceable certificate without an uncertainty 
statement is useless.

A customer requesting a Traceable Certificate, needs proof of traceability to NIST, actual mass values and uncertainties. 
Comparisons must be made between the item being tested and a known standard being used. The laboratory performing the 
testing must verify that the proper procedures and standards are being used so that the uncertainties are suitable for the test 
that is required. The known standard and procedure used for the tolerance test is essential to the traceable document. The 
Traceable Certificate is in compliance with ISO International Standard 17025 and ANSI/NCSL 2540-1 requirements.

Prior to the comparison between the known standard and the item(s) submitted for test, the known standard must be  
sufficiently tested over time to produce predictable measurements. Also, the procedure used to do the comparison must be 
accurate enough so the uncertainty of the measurement is small enough to generate a valid certificate.

Traceable Certificate

Procedure Used:
Modified Substitution using NIST SOP 8, 
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